In traditional scheduling problems and in many real-world applications the production operations are scheduled regardless of distribution decisions. Indeed, the completion time of a job in such problems is traditionally defined as the time when the production sequences of a job are finished. However, in many practical environments completed orders are delivered to customers immediately after production stages without any further inventory storage. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate an integrated scheduling model of production and distribution problems simultaneously. It is assumed that products are proceed through a permutation flow shop scheduling manufacturing system and delivered to customers via available vehicles. The objective in our integrated model is to minimize maximum returning time (MRT), which is the time that last vehicle delivers last order to relevant customer and returns to production center. The problem formulated mathematically, and then an improved imperialist competitive algorithm (I-ICA) is proposed for solving it. Furthermore, sufficient numbers of test problems are generated for computational study. Various parameters of the algorithm are analyzed to calibrate the algorithm by means of the Taguchi method. At the end, the effectiveness of the proposed model and suggested algorithm is evaluated through a computational study where obtained results show the appropriate performance of integrated model and solving approach with regard to the other algorithms.
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Due to market globalization, emphasizing on the coordination and integration among various functions of a supply chain has become one of the vital strategies for the modern manufacturers to gain competitive advantages. The supply chain management has become one of the most important and widely discussed topics in manufacturing research area over the last years [1] . Most of traditional scheduling literature considers job sequencing without regard to the delivery considerations or by assuming delivery after production. Nevertheless, it is no longer suitable and the models should be extended with transportation considerations to cope with the distribution issue after production. There are only a few researchers that have considered the joint optimization of machine scheduling and job delivery in the integrated production and delivery scheduling, after a manufacturing company receives orders from the customers, the company processes these orders on the machines and then delivers the finished orders to the customers. This means that the finished products are immediately delivered to the relevant customers. Considering the importance and application of flow shop systems in production systems on one hand and the significance of transportation issues especially vehicle routing decisions, the aim of this paper is employment of integrated approach to production and distribution in flow shop manufacturing system.
In this paper, a new integrated model is developed for a flow shop and delivery scheduling problem. In proposed model a permutation flow shop scheduling problem (PFSSP) is assumed for production system. Indeed in integrated model, not only starting and finishing time of each job are determined on each machine, but also route of vehicles is determined for achieving optimum MRT through both production and delivery stages simultaneously. Also, improved meta-heuristic, imperialist competitive algorithm (I-ICA) was proposed to solve the constructed model. To improve the performance of ICA, some effective policies are added to explore and exploit the solution space in assimilation and revolution steps of ICA and the resulting algorithm called I-ICA in this paper. To evaluate the performance of developed model and algorithm, we used three well-known datasets of flow shop scheduling problem in literature to generate suitable test problems. Next, to enhance the performance of the ICA, the algorithm parameters are adapted by pre-experimental planning. On the other side, in order to investigate the value of integration by developed model, three benchmarks are used as the data for production scheduling part of integrated model and generated the distribution with routing data randomly for each production benchmarks. In order to evaluate the value of integration by developed model, MRT is used as a performance measure which is defined the time that last vehicle delivers last order to relevant customer and returns to production center.
Based on MRT comparison, effectiveness of the developed model is investigated where obtained results show the adequate performance of integrated model. At the end, the statistical analysis results show acceptable performance of proposed model rather than nonintegrated approach. Indeed, we evaluate the value of integration by comparing the proposed integrated approach with the hierarchical approach.
The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem, develops a mathematical model. Spacious literature review is done in Section 3. Section 4 presents an improved solution algorithm based on ICA. The computational study and simulation results are provided in Section 5. Managerial insight which includes example of real-world application of the proposed model and its sensitivity analysis is presented in Section 6. Section 7 contains the conclusions and some directions for future research.
Literature review
The integrated production and delivery scheduling was first studied by Potts [2] . Potts [2] , and Hall and Shmoys [3] have studied a single machine scheduling problem with nonidentical delivery times and release times, where, there are enough number of vehicles to immediately deliver products to a customer. After that, Matsuo [4] considered a similar problem in the single machine environment in order to joint production with delivery decisions. Herrmann and Lee [5] , Yuan [6] , Chen [7] and Cheng et al. [8] have evaluated that products are delivered after being processed, by infinite delivery capacity via enough number of vehicles. Yang [9] and Hall et al. [10] have considered some additional assumptions to such problem. Yang [9] proposed a model similar to the one studied by Cheng et al. [8] , but with given delivery dates. Hall and Potts [11] suggested a variety of scheduling and delivery problems within a supply chain and minimized the overall scheduling and delivery cost.
Transportation capacity is not considered in their model. Moreover, they assumed that each vehicle will be shipped to only one downstream destination. Lee and Chen [12] investigated other machine scheduling models by imposing constraints on both transportation capacity and transportation time. Hall and Potts [13] studied a variety of single machine scheduling problems with the objective of minimizing the overall scheduling and delivery cost. One of the notable characteristics in their model is that there are always transporters available for delivering. Chang and Lee [1] further studied this problem, in which each job requires different physical space for delivery. Garcia et al. [14] deal with several plants, each equipped with parallel machines, and a fleet of vehicles that can deliver no more than one job at a time. Li et al. [15] developed a single-machine scheduling model that incorporates routing decisions of a delivery vehicle which serves customers at different locations. The objective is to minimize the sum of job arrival times. Meanwhile polynomial time algorithm for the case when the number of customers is fixed was developed by them. He et al. [16] , Zhong et al. [17] and Su et al. [18] revisited the problem of Chang and Lee [1] and got improved algorithms. Li and Vairaktarakis [19] focus on a similar problem with jobs that consist of two jobs. There is a special machine for each job. Wang and Cheng [20] introduced the machine availability constraint into Lee and Chens' [12] model. Zhong et al. [17] presented some improved approximation results for the problems considered by Chang and Lee [1] . Chen and Lee [21] considered a more general two stages scheduling problem where in the second stage of transportation there are multiple (more than two) transportation modes to select with multiple destinations. Lu et al. [22] considered the single machine scheduling with release dates and job delivery. Liu and Lu [23] provided an improved approximation algorithm for the problem studied by Lu et al [22] .
Woeginger [24] considered a scheduling problem on parallel machines without considering release dates and proposed a heuristic method with worst-case analysis. Wang and Cheng [25] studied a parallel machine scheduling to integrate scheduling with delivery. In another study, Hall and Potts [26] analyzed the complexity of scheduling problems for many different objectives on single and parallel machine(s) with delivery coordination. Chen and Vairaktarakis [27] extend the problem to more destinations and an infinite number of vehicles with a threshold on loading capacity limited to a maximum number of jobs. Single as well as parallel machine scheduling problems are addressed in their research. In Su et al. [18] , jobs are processed by two parallel machines and delivered to a customer with the objective of minimizing the makespan. Ullrich [28] integrated the production and outbound distribution scheduling in order to minimize total tardiness. The overall problem consists of two subproblems. The first addresses scheduling of a set of jobs on parallel machines with machinedependent ready times, while the second focuses on the delivery of completed jobs with a fleet of vehicles with different loading capacities and ready times. Job-dependent processing times, delivery time windows, service times, and destinations were also taken into account in Ullrich [28] study. Wan and Zhang [29] investigated a coordinated scheduling problem on parallel identical machines with job delivery. The objective is to minimize the sum of job arrival times. Moreover, Lee [30] proposed a coordinated scheduling of production and delivery issues, where jobs are processed on a single machine without preemption and then delivered to a customer. It was assumed that the delivery cost depends on time period for delivery, but not dependent on individual jobs. Lu et al [31] integrated production and delivery scheduling on a serial batch machine to minimize the makespan. Two-machine flow shop scheduling with transportation constraints was suggested by Yuan et al. [32] to minimize makespan. Pan et al. [33] focused on a class of two-machine flow shop problem in which jobs need to be delivered to customers by vehicles after production stages. Finally, it should be noted that, the complexity of integrated models with different assumptions were studied by many researchers in literature [1,15,29,30,34 .etc.) .
As can be seen, all the reviewed studies have just investigated the concept of integration of production and delivery of finished products to customers in single machine, parallel machine(s) and at the end two machines flow shop environments. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research in literature that proposed M machines permutation flow shop in integrated production and routing delivery model with vehicles. It seems that the high difficulty of such assumption is one of the main reasons. While PFSSP is a well-known class of scheduling problem with many applications in industrial and manufacturing systems rather than single machine and parallel machine(s) that has been extensively studied within recent years.
Problem Formulation
In this work, we developed integration model of the PFSSP and distribution with routing. In developed model, not only starting and completion times of orders in each production machines should be calculated, but also the time of each vehicle departs from center, the rout of each vehicle and time of receiving orders to relevant customers, and total completion time for each order is considered as decision variables. Therefore, it seems that the proposed model is more complicated than traditional PFSSP and belongs to the class of NP-hard problems.
Problem parameters
Number of jobs (customers order) Subject to (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) :
The objective function minimizes MRT. It should be noted that in proposed model formulation refers to shop center.
Production scheduling constraints
Constraint (1-1) ensures that only one job could be processed on a machine at any time; if precedes then and if proceeds , for all operation of jobs on each machines. Constraint (1-2) ensures that begins after completion of on each machines.
Distribution constraints
Constraint (1-3) ensures that each job is delivered only with one vehicle. Constraints (1) (2) (3) (4) guarantees that each vehicle must depart production center to only one customer in its route indeed each vehicle can be used once. Constraint (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) enforces that each customer is serviced by only one vehicle. Constraint (1-6) guarantees that each vehicle can path between two customers (i and j) if that vehicle allocated to both customers (i and j). Constraint (1-7)
allows that for each costumer , the entering vehicle must eventually leave this node.
Constraint (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) ensures the capacity of vehicles.
Integrated Constraints
Constraint (1-9) implies that vehicle starts routing after completion of all orders allocated to the vehicle in production center. Constraint 
Imperialist competitive algorithm
Imperialist competitive algorithm in general
Imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA) is a kind of meta-heuristic algorithm used for solving different optimization problems. This algorithm which was first proposed by Atashpaz and
Lucas [35] is a population-based meta-heuristic and inspired from socio-political behaviors.
ICA begins with a random initial population. Each individual of the population is named a "country". In the first step of the algorithm, some of the best countries are selected as "imperialist countries" and the remainder countries are considered to be "colonies" of the There have been reported applications of imperialist competitive algorithm to solving the scheduling problems by researchers [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Thus based on proper reports of ICA for combinatorial and complicated problems like developed model and appropriate performance of this algorithm, the authors select ICA for solving method. A review on mentioned studies
showed that this algorithm is not used to solve permutation flow shop problems until now. In all these researches ICA is stated as an effective algorithm. So another reason for selecting ICA by authors is study capability of ICA for solving permutation flow shop problem.
(Insert Figure 1 . here)
The improved imperialist competitive algorithm (I-ICA)
Due to some improvement in the general ICA for solving the proposed model, obtained algorithm was named improved ICA (I-ICA) in this paper. One of the important issues in using of meta-heuristics for solving optimization problems is that determine an appropriate format to represent a solution. In ICA the term "country" is used for this array. Thus, we The cost of a country is found by evaluating the cost function that is defined MRT in this study.
Cost= f (country)
Generating initial empires
In the initialization step, we need to generate an initial population with the size of Npop.
Next, we have to select some of the best countries, having the lowest cost function values, with the size of Nimp from Npop, and set them to be imperialists. The rest of countries are set to be colonies Ncol.
The part one of country is random permutation of 1, 2… N numbers for flow shop scheduling solution that generate completely randomly. For generating part two of country, three random policy defined and proposed to obtain part two based on part one in random approach and one random policy is defined to generate part one and part two in random approach separately.
Figure4 shows the policies for generating part two from part one of country.
Policy1: Putting (V-1) zeros between part one randomly for separating vehicles routines.
Policy2: Firstly, exchange two positions of part1 (swap) and then put (V-1) zeros between part 1 randomly for separating vehicles routines.
Policy3: Using multiple swaps for part1 and then put (V-1) zeros between part1 randomly for separating vehicles routines. 
Revolution
According to imperial history, colonies of an empire are absorbed by imperialist in terms of social, cultural, economic, and political characteristics; however, there might be some colonies that resist to be absorbed by imperialists. In fact, those colonies perform some sort of reformations in their characteristics. In ICA, this operation is called revolution. Revolution brings sudden random changes in the position of some the colonies in the search space.
Revolution operation in ICA increases exploration and prevents the early convergence of countries to local optima. By performing revolution operation, colony suddenly jumps from one point to another random point which results in escaping from local optimum. In proposed I-ICA for this step, three stage strategies are used. At first strategy, only part one is changed by swap and reversion method, for second strategy only part two is changed by 2-opt method and finally in third strategy part one and two are changed simultaneously to revolute colonies.
Choosing these three strategies is randomly.
Strategy 1:
Swap procedure: In swap procedure, two arrays of part one containing two cells for each one are selected randomly and the position of these arrays will be changed. Figure. 
Exchanging positions of the imperialist and a colony
Once assimilation and revolution operations are performed on colonies of an empire, the cost functions of new position of colonies are then compared with cost function of position of imperialist. If we find any colony whose cost function is less than cost function of imperialist, then we swap imperialist with that colony.
Computing total power of an empire
The power of an empire is computed based on the power of its imperialist and a fraction of the power of its colonies.
{ }
Where, is the total cost of nth empire, and is a positive number between 0 and 1that is one of ICA parameters. A small value of emphasizes a greater influence of imperialist power in determining the total power of empire, while a large value of indicates the influence of the mean power of colonies in determining the total power of the empire
Imperialistic competition and eliminating the powerless empires
During competition among imperialist countries, weaker empires will be collapsed gradually.
Therefore, one or some of the weakest colonies belonging to the weakest empire will be given to a different empire based on competition that occurs among all empires. Stronger empires have a greater chance to possess the weakest colony. In order to model the competition process among the empires, we need to compute the normalized total cost of empire by,
Where, is the total cost of nth empire, and is the normalized total cost of corresponding nth empire. Then, the probability of possessing a colony is computed by,
Stopping criterion
Many stopping criteria have been defined and developed in the literature so far. For example, it can be stopped after running a number of iterations called maximum decades or, when there is just one empire left. In this paper decided to specify maximum decades as the stopping criterion.
Repair procedure
In different steps of ICA because of vehicles capacity constraint some infeasible solution may be obtained. In this section repair procedure was proposed to these solutions. If one solution was infeasible in part 2 of a country it only means that the capacity of one or more vehicles is more that defined vehicle capacity. For this, firstly the zeros of part2 are eliminated and start to allocate customers to vehicles in order of remained costumers. At the end if the zeros in new array is less than (V-1) the remained necessary zeros fill randomly between non zero members of array (see Figure10) .
(Insert Figure 10 . here)
Computational study
This section describes the computational results which were done to investigate the performance of the proposed integrated model and proposed I-ICA algorithm. shop benchmark problems that are widely used in the production scheduling literature. Since the first integrated model of PFSSP and distribution with routing is proposed in this paper, the considered benchmarks are not completely fitted to this problem. Hence, some modifications are needed. We use these three benchmarks as the data for production scheduling part of integrated model and generate the distribution with routing data randomly for each production benchmarks as follow in Table 1 .
Test problem
(Insert Table 1 . here)
In addition distance between customers defined with Euclidean distance and number of vehicles (V) could be defined as below function:
Parameter tuning
The choice of parameters' value is a challenging task in each evolutionary algorithm, since it highly influences the quality of problem solutions. This subsection studies the effects of parameters on the proposed I-ICA algorithm. For tuning the parameters, there are several designs including full factorial experiment [46] [47] , Taguchi experiment [48] and so on. The
Taguchi method is conducted in order to decrease the required tests. Taguchi method separates the factors into two main groups: controllable factors and noise factors. It assumes that there is no control on the noise factors but we can optimize the controllable factors.
Taguchi presents a variation measure called S/N ratio (signal to noise). Here signal denotes
the desirable value and noise denotes the undesirable value. The aim is to maximize the S/N ratio to indicate that how a parameter designs is a robust design. Taguchi classified the objective function to three types: larger the better, smaller the better and on-target, minimumvariation. The proposed integrated model is classified in second type.
The control factors of this paper are: the number of the countries and imperialist, the number of iterations, the revolution probability, and the influence of mean power of colonies on total power of empire. Different levels of these factors are shown in Table 2 .
(Insert Table 2 . here)
The associated degree of freedom for these four factors is 9; therefore the selected orthogonal array should have a minimum of 9 rows and four columns to accommodate the four factors.
From the standard table of orthogonal arrays, L9 is selected as the fittest orthogonal array design that fulfills all our minimum requirements. 10 instances are solved for parameter setting as follows. We consider 4 small and medium size instances from first and second problem sets randomly selected [43, 44] , and 6 medium and large size instances from third set problem [45] . The relative percentage deviation (RPD) is used as performance measure to compare the methods. The RPD is calculated as follows:
where is the relative percentage deviation of the instance of the trial. is the objective function value that obtained from the of instance of the trial. is a minimum value of objective function obtained for instance. After RPDs are calculated, the average of RPD of each trail is transformed to S/N ratio. According to the S/N ratio, the best level of each factor is determined. Figure 11 shows the main effects plot for S/N ratio.
(Insert Figure 11. here)
The selected levels of factors are as follows: (NCol , N Imp) is equal to (150, 40), Max Iter is equal to 200, Rev Percent is equal to 0.3 and Zeta Percent is equal to 0.2. In order to perform the experiments, suggested algorithm was implemented in MATLAB 7.6.0.324 (R2008a) and run on a PC with 2.80GHz and 192 GB of RAM memory.
Comparison method
In this section two important questions have been answered in computational study. First, has the proposed improved ICA algorithm suitable performance? And second, whether or not the integration approach improves the performance of the model compared to hierarchical approach or how much is the value of integration in proposed model?
To answer the first question, the performance of proposed I-ICA algorithm is compared with the four other algorithms in the literature (ODE, NEH, PGA and HDDE) for solving PFSSP.
ODE is a discrete differential evolution algorithm, PGA is a permutation-based genetic algorithm [49] , NEH is a well-known constructive heuristic [50] , and HDDE is a hybrid discrete differential evolution proposed by Mokhtari et.al [51] . 
Experimental results
The proposed I-ICA algorithm must be compared with other algorithms to evaluate the ICA ability in solving flow shop scheduling problem as well as developed integrated model. Table 3 -6, respectively.
(Insert Table 3 . here)
The first two columns characterize the problem specifications in Table 3 revealed that our proposed I-ICA algorithm works better than the other four algorithms in optimizing Carliers problems. As we can see in Table 3 , I-ICA can reach the best known value of makespan in literature in all eight Carlier problems. As we expected, I-ICA outperforms all other mentioned methods. Results shown in Table 3 revealed the better performance of integrated approach.
In order to give a better analysis, the Rank-Based Friedman Test is performed. For the statistical computations, we use the MINITAB 16 software environment. In this test the null hypothesis ( ) is that the two sets of results (integrated approach and hierarchical approach)
come from same population and there is no significant difference between them. The chosen alpha level for this test is equal to 0.05. Thus, 0 H is rejected and the effectiveness of the integrated approach is varied.
{
The results in Figure 12 indicate that integrated approach has a more efficient performance for problem rather than hierarchical approach.
(Insert Figure 12. here)
The second data set investigated in this section concerns Reeves' benchmarks in Table 4 . The first column in Table 4 Table 4 . With comparing the 9th column and 10th column results we can see the better performance of integrated approach clearly rather than hierarchical approach.
As we can see in Table 4 , I-ICA can reach the best known value of makespan in one Reeves' problem. As we expected, I-ICA outperforms all other 4 mentioned methods. According to the attained results, the solutions obtained by I-ICA are better than to ODE, PGA, NEH and HDDE for all instances, respectively.
Meanwhile, the average MRT obtained from I-ICA for integrated approach is only 2652, whereas the average value of MRT calculated by the hierarchical approach is 2702, respectively. The results shown in Table 4 revealed the better performance of integrated approach. For using mentioned Rank-Based Friedman Test we defined each three problem in
Revees instance with same size, as a one block and average of these three problems uses for
Freidman test. The results in Figures 13 indicate that integrated approach has a more efficient performance for problem rather than hierarchical approach.
(Insert Table 4 . here) (Insert Figure 13 . here) (Insert Table 5 . here)
The third and fourth data sets investigated in this section concerns Taillard's benchmarks. In Tables 5 and 6 (Insert Table 6 . here)
As the results presented in Table 5 and 6 show, the I-ICA outperforms other algorithms in all sets of problems and reach to best known solution in seven problem(from 30 all problem).
The solutions of I-ICA are better than those by the Palmer, CDS, NEH and HDDE methods for all instances. Furthermore, the average deviation from the upper bound obtained by the suggested methods is less than the other four algorithms. With regard to the other set of
Taillard's problems shown in Tables 5 and 6 , the average makespan obtained by I-ICA is less than those by other four methods. As can be seen, the results obtained by I-ICA are equal or better than those by the Palmer, CDS and HDDE methods for all instances. For using mentioned Rank-Based Friedman Test we defined each ten problem in Taillard's instance with same size, as a one block and average of this ten problem use for Friedman test. The results in Figure 14 indicates that integrated approach has a more efficient performance for problem rather than hierarchical approach.
(Insert Figure 14. here)
Managerial insight
Various types of wood products orders by customers who are in different locations will be sent to the production plant. These orders are included different models of adult and children bed set, a wide variety of home wood decorative, different models of TV tables, different models of shelves for shoes, etc. Several reputable companies with experience in this industry are working in Iran. Different workstations are located in manufacturing plants to arrange activities on products from raw materials to final products. Sheet cutting station, PVC covers station and, etc. is usually embedded in these factories. Different orders are processed at all stations in the order to be ready to send to the relevant customers. Thus, flow shop system can be used to describe the mentioned production environment. After completion of the production, orders must be loaded and departed from plant to the different customers.
Routing approach used for delivery of orders by capacitated vehicles.
Production and delivery schedules are usually done separately in these factories. At certain times of the year when orders faced with a significant increase in demand for products, the customers will encounter long delays in delivery. Based on management review, this delay reduces customer satisfaction, reduces readmissions dis-satisfied customers and ultimately reduces profitability. Integrated model presented in this study have been proposed as a way to manage this issue for manufacturing environments. According to the mentioned production system and routing delivery method for transporting the orders by vehicles, employment the integrated model presented in this paper could be proposed to managers as an effective and efficient solution (completion time is defined as the time when an order is delivered to the destination).
To clarify the real application of the proposed model in wood industry, consider 22 customers zone from 22 different districts of Tehran urban area with different orders (see Figure 15 ).
The production plant is located in one of industrial complex around of Tehran. Five stations are working in the manufacturing sector. Sheet cutting station (SC), PVC covers station (PVC), initial assembly station (IA), final assembly station (FA) and packaging station (P).
(Insert Figure 15. here)
Customers and products data are shown in Table 7 . The location of production center (X, Y axis) is (350,350) and 5 vehicles with capacity of 100 used to delivery of orders.
(Insert Table 7. here)
The proposed model is implemented based on the above data. The optimal solution is shown in Table 8 . Total cost resulted using proposed model is equal to 2320 and optimal production schedule is shown in second row and the best vehicles routing for this problem are shown in five last rows of Table 8 .
(Insert Table 8 . here)
For evaluation of system performance, five plans have been considered as follows. Table 9 .
(Insert Table 9 . here)
Based on results shown in Table 9 , implementation of first plan will increase objective value by as much as 3.8 percent, because it can increase the length of routes traveled by vehicles.
Thus, this plan could be selected only if a significant reduction occurred in total cost of system by decreasing vehicles. In the following, second, third, fourth and fifth planes improve the objective value 10.2, 14.2, 6.9 and 3.7 percent, respectively. Based on the results, the amount of improvement of the objective function by implement plan three (overhaul the current vehicles) has the greatest reduction in the objective value.
Conclusions and further research
In this investigation, the aim was to develop a new integrated model for a flow shop and distribution scheduling problem. In proposed model a permutation flow shop scheduling is assumed for production system, and a distribution with routing is assumed for delivery Table 7 . Customers' location and orders data. Table 8 . Customers' location and orders data. Table 8 . Customers' location and orders data.
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